
From: Dwayne Dodgen on behalf of Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com>
To: Manuel Juzon
Subject: Foia
Date: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 1:48:29 PM

Attached is a screenshot of an email sent to me by principal Stewart.
    Her version of our first meeting is accurate in that she challenged me but under foia I'd like
to know the principal's written excuse for later calling Lillian by Lilly instead?
    I very much appreciate the district proving that principal Stewart admits to choosing to
create conflict with me the first time we met and that she had a preformed opinion that my
daughter needed help to stand up and have a voice against me?
    Does the district have an answer as to why that would be?
     Especially since a year later another staff member actually asked the same question and the
answer is documented.
    Also since the principal told me that she already met her as Lilly and asked for permission
to call her by that name and I said no and the principal is directly admitted to ignoring me and
creating conflict with me from the very first time we met.
    I'm also thankful I have the principal good morning acknowledging that she knows I will
never be a violent person.
    The next thing I would like to know is under Cleveland information act The principal says
she wants to find a way for me to feel valued they're at the school so I would let you know
what offer was put forth by principal Stewart to make me feel valued?  This is not a request
for the things I was allowed to do that every parent was allowed to do but what specific offer
was ever made to make me feel valued?

Respectfully,

Dwayne Dodgen
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From: Dwayne Dodgen on behalf of Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com>
To: Manuel Juzon
Subject: Foia
Date: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 2:11:57 PM

Mr Juzon,

    I repeatedly informed and complained about principal Stewart and other staff calling Lillian
by a nickname she didn't want.
    I would like any official response from the district as a foia request.

Respectfully,

Dwayne Dodgen
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